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Abstract. The feature extraction based on machine learning is significant in the
detection system. The boundary information, the circumference and the area are
the essential features in the identification and the classification of flaws. In order
to get those information, this paper proposed a novel algorithm to get the
boundary information using the boundary tracking, and to make each flaw
independent by establishing a balanced binary search tree for data storage. By
scanning the image and the image boundaries based on binarization transfor-
mation, there is no need to fill the region, nor need to use the chain code to count
the number of regions and the boundary information. According to the estab-
lished balanced binary search tree, we can calculate the number of the pixel of
the area of each fault, the edge information of the boundary, and the circum-
ference. The algorithm has the advantages of fast speed, less computation, better
noise suppression and accurate results.
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1 Introduction

During the manufacturing process of lens, lots of flaws accompanied such as point flaw,
plume, scratches, air bubbles etc. At present, our country mainly adopts artificial
detection methods. The use of artificial detection wastes a lot of labor, which is based
on the experience of quality judgment and fault classification. By the influence of the
difference of worker’s personal status and experience, the result is subjective and can
not be standardized. With the rapid development of national economy, people pay more
attention to highly requirement for the quality of optical lenses, and the demand for the
lens is becoming bigger and bigger. It’s irreversible to realize the automatic detection
and classification of flaw for optical lens. In the detection system of lens based on
machine vision, it’s an essential part of the whole system to obtain feature from the
image after binarization processing [1]. SIFI(Scale-invariant feature transform) is a
commonly used descriptor as the local characteristics. The SIFT algorithm [2] proposed
by LOWE is to find the feature point on different spatial scales, and to calculate the
direction of the key point. Those point will not be changed by the light intensity or the
affine transformation. To an extent, the SIFI algorithm can solve the problems such as
the affine transformation, the projection transformation [3–6], and the target occlusion.
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SIFI algorithm is stable. However, due to the massive detection of feature point, it’s too
complicated and dissipative. SURF (Speeded Up Robust Feature) is more efficient and
simple to operate than SIFI. Due to the variable shape of the fault for the lens, both
feature descriptor mentioned above are not suitable for the feature extraction of faults
for detection system. In a similar way, commonly used Harris corner detection operator
and CSS (Curvature Scale Space) corner detection operator do not apply to optical lens
fault detection system. Realizing the automation of optical lens fault detection is a
process of constantly learning from the artificial detection. According to the quality of
the optical lens classification standard, the boundary of the fault information, the area
and the perimeter are the main basis of fault detection and classification. Those char-
acteristics can be the input of the neural network and SVM (Support Vector Machine)
to learn to identification and classification [7].

2 Edge Following Algorithm Based on Balanced Binary
Search Tree

Due to the changeable shape of the optical lens, different kinds and different level of the
flaws have different influence on the optical lenses. Taking an example of the scratch,
we need the area, perimeter features and all the boundary point to fit the line. In order to
obtain these characteristics, there are two commonly used solution as follows.

Plan a: First, detect each edge of image and fill the internal. Second, traverse
images, and label each connected domain. In order to label the domain correctly, regard
the first point of the traversed domain as the starting point. The region is labeled in a
boundary tracking manner until the region is fully labeled. Starting scanning from the
beginning of the mark to find the next starting point, unless the whole image is
processed.

From this scheme, the digital image after processing, the edges and the internal of
each individual fault have the same gray value, and each individual fault’s gray value is
different. It means that one byte used to describe a digital image pixel can only describe
256 faults. If the number of the faults are more than 256, the more byte are needed to
describe a digital image pixel, which causes a waste of space. When to obtain the
perimeter or the information of a flaw’s boundary, the traverse is needed, which causes
the inefficiency.

Plan b: Boundary tracing and described by the chain code.
Chain code is a coded representation of boundary point, using a specific direction

and length of links. Scan in the order of the bottom-up, from left to right. Find the edge
point named a as a starting point for the edge tracking, and mark it as an already
tracking pixels. If another unmarked boundary point b is found, then update the current
point to b. Continue to track the edge from point b, until all points are marked [8–12].

From this scheme, it can successfully help track the closed area of the border
generally. However, when boundary adhesion appears, lots of the edge points will be
missed. If the chain code is to describe the boundary, only the starting point of the
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boundary points is in absolute coordinates, and the offset of other points is represented
by the related direction. If all the boundary points of a fault are needed, it needs to
restore the original image by the chain code. Each boundary point needs to be deter-
mined according to the location of last point, which causes the edge information
processing more complex and inefficiency.

In order to solve the problems above and to improve efficiency, the third plan is
proposed here.

Plan c: Boundary tracking method is to scan the image in the order of bottom-up,
from left to right. Each flaw is a individual collection with a balanced binary search
tree. In order to facilitate the follow-up calculation of the area and the perimeter, the
multilevel nested balanced binary search tree is adopted. The map in the STL (Standard
Template Library) of c plus plus is referenced to explain. Element of the map appears
as a pair with real value and the key value at the same time [13, 14]. In the first layer of
the balanced binary search tree, the number of lines i starts from zero as the key value.
The independent bank of all the boundary points where i is set in array is the real value.
The second floor are unique numbers as key values. To peer number i, there is a
corresponding balanced binary search tree as a real value. The tree structure is shown in
Fig. 1.

According to the algorithm shown in Fig. 2, the steps of the algorithm are presented
as follows:

Step1: Find the edge point from lower left boundary points, current point, as a starting
point named s in the border. Mark the starting points. At the same time, put the point
into the established balanced binary tree in the first layer.
Step2: Scan from the current point along the scanning direction, as shown in Fig. 3.
The default direction is 0. The tracking principle is: If the tracking point is the
boundary point, update the point to the new current point, and put the point into the
first layer of the established tree. At the same time, change the direction 90° coun-
terclockwise. If the tracking point is not a boundary point, the scan direction will be
modified the 45° clockwise.
Step3: Continue to track the boundary from the current boundary point, and repeat the
step 2 until the current boundary point backs to the start point s. Set direction 0, and
continue to scan the new boundary.

This scheme can make up for both of these scenarios. After a border tracking, all
the boundary points are classified by each individual defect. Later, when the boundary
information points are extracted, the area and the perimeter are calculated. Only
extracted points are needed to scan, without scanning the entire digital image. This
improves the efficiency of time and space. Figure 4 is the original image of the scratch
section. Figure 5 shows the image after the Fig. 4 traced edge by the plan c. And then
we set the stage for the next calculation. In Fig. 4, under the condition of the boundary
of a fault information, only three faults in the balanced binary search tree are going to
be scanned, and you can get all the boundary of the fault information and feature,
instead of scanning the whole image.
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3 Perimeter Calculation Based on Balanced Binary Search
Tree

The length of the closed area connected by a common boundary point center or the sum
of regional boundary points can be regarded as the perimeter.

3.1 Kinds of Common Algorithm to Calculate the Perimeter

(1) Using the 8 - direction chain code which is shown in Fig. 6 direction chain code
to calculate the perimeter. The serial number in the chain code is even when the
number is even code, odd number when odd code. The distance to the odd code isffiffiffi
2

p
. The distance to the even code is 1. According to even code number, the odd

number of code, its formula is as follows:

N ¼ no þ
ffiffiffi
2

p
ne: ð1Þ

N is the perimeter. ne is the number of the even number in code, no is the odd
number.

header

Fig. 1. Structure of tree Fig. 2. Algorithm diagram

Fig. 4. The original picture of the scratch Fig. 5. The post-processing portion
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Fig. 3. 8-direction
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(2) Use Euclidean distance formula to calculate the perimeter, two points (x1, y1) and
(x2, y2), its formula is as follows:

L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx1 � x2Þ2 þðy1 � y2Þ2

q
ð2Þ

L is the perimeter between the two points.

3.2 Improved Algorithm to Calculate the Circumference

When boundary adhesion appears, tracking by traditional boundary tracking method
based on chain code, a lot of the edge points will be missed. So Freeman Chain Code is
abandoned here. Using Euclidean distance formula to calculate the circumference is
complex, time-consuming and space-consuming. So it’s not a good choice here. The
improved algorithm is based on the balanced binary search tree, which has storied all
the boundary point. The number of the corresponding pixels where the line number is i
is ni. The total number of boundary points is as follows:

L ¼
Xi¼N

i¼0

ni ð3Þ

L is the perimeter of the boundary points.

4 Area Calculation Based on Balanced Binary Search Tree
Area

The sum points of the boundary and its total pixels within the element or the area of the
integral surrounded by a closed curve can be the area wanted.

4.1 Kinds of Common Algorithm to Calculate the Area [15, 16]

(1) Pixel accumulative method. Calculating area often counts the boundary points and
its total pixels within the element. The formula is as follows:

S ¼
Xn�1

x¼0

Xm�1

y¼0

f ðx; yÞ ð4Þ
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Fig. 6. Direction chain code
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S is the area wanted. n is line number and m is the row number. f (x,y) gives the
gray value of the point (x,y).

(2) On the x-y plane. Using the Green formula to calculate area surrounded by a
closed curve. The format is as follows:

S ¼ 1
2

I
ðxdy� ydxÞ ð5Þ

S is the area wanted.
After binarization:

S ¼ 1
2

Xn�1

i¼0

ðxiðyiþ 1 � yiÞ � yiðxiþ 1 � xiÞÞ ¼ 1
2

Xn�1

i¼0

ðxiyiþ 1 � yixiþ 1Þ ð6Þ

S is the area wanted.
(3) For each individual area, establish the minimum circumscribed rectangle model.

The length and width of the rectangle is a and b, then, the format is as follows:

S ¼ a� b ð7Þ
S is the area wanted.

By the same token, the maximum and minimum circle model, the average round
model, and elliptical model and other model which are equivalent to those model have
the similar effect.

4.2 Improved Algorithm to Calculate the Area

Pixel accumulative method is easy, but it is space-consuming. If the area of the flaw is
very large, the pixel adds one by one, thus the time of the operation is too long, and it
reduce the efficiency of operation in the system. When using the Green theorem, it
needs to be carried out by crossover operation point by point, and it’s both
time-consuming and space-consuming. The improved algorithm is based on the bal-
anced binary search tree, which has storied all the boundary points. The corresponding
pixels where the line number is i is on the tree. The format is as follows:

S ¼
Xn�1

i¼0

ðyimax � yiminÞ; ð8Þ

S is the area wanted. yimax and yimin are the maximum and the minimum, n is the
total number of the line.

5 Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1 The Results and Analysis of the Boundary Tracking

The traditional boundary tracking method based on the storage of the 8-direction chain
code, when encountered intersection, is easily miss detection. Which will result in the
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inaccuracy of the data, even lead to the detection failure. Thus graph (a) is the original
picture. Graph (b) is the result of the boundary following by the common method based
on the Freeman chain code. As is shown in the picture (b), When boundary adhesion
appears, tracking by traditional boundary tracking method based on chain code will
cause a lot of edge points missed. Graph (c) is the result of the boundary following by
the improved algorithm proposed in the paper. The data are stored in established
balanced binary search tree. So the boundary tracking algorithm based on the balanced
binary search tree is available in this paper.

5.2 The Analysis of the Detection Effects for the Optical Lens Detection

Graph (d) is the original picture adopted by the detection system. Graph (e) is the
picture of the lens after binarization processing. Graph (f) is the graph (e) after edge
following by the algorithm proposed in this paper. The algorithm of boundary tracing
can get complete and accurate information of boundary. And by scanning it once,
creating a balanced binary search tree for storage, the full boundary information and the
data needed for the subsequent feature can be extracted. By reducing the amount of
data from the entire digital image to the boundary point of all the defects, the time of
calculation is greatly reduced, and the speed of the computation is faster.

d)                        e)                    f)

a）                   b)                     c)
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Graph (g) is the original image of the scratch. Graph (h) is the image after being
processed by the Sobel operator. Graph (i) is the image processed by the Prewitt
operator. The Sobel operator and the Prewitt operator are based on first derivative edge
detection operator, through the calculation of the gradient of the image to detect the
image edge. So the ability of anti-noise is poor, which brings out a lot of unnecessary
points. Graph (j) is the image processed by the LOG operator which produces a large
amount of noise and non-demand boundary areas. Therefore, those kinds of edge
processing algorithm will not be applied to the rapid feature extraction of optical lens
defect.

g)                                 h)

i)                               j)

5.3 The Study for the Influence Factors of Digital Image Processing
Speed

From the table below, it can be seen that the time of imaging processing has the
intimate relationship with the size of the image, the sum of the flaws and the size of the
flaw. In the same resolution, the larger size of the image is, the more data is needed to
be processed, and the more time is needed to handle it. Similarly, the more
high-resolution the digital image is, the more time it takes to process the image. Due to
a certain amount of time is needed for boundary tracking and data storage, when the
size and resolution are certain, the larger number of defects in the digital image, the
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more average area of the defects, or the greater average length of the period, the more
time it will take to handle the problem. From the Table 1, it is obvious to see that the
algorithm proposed this page is much faster than the common method.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a edge tracking algorithm based on the balanced binary search
tree. Calculate the perimeter and the area of the optical lens by the data storied. The
novel algorithm is simplified, and it responds fast. Relying on this method, only once is
needed to scan the image based on binarization transformation. It’s no need filling area.
All the needed message will be extracted, without using Freeman Chain Code.
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